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“If parents want to give their children a gift, the best thing they can do

is to teach their children to love challenges, be intrigued by mistakes,
enjoy effort, and keep on learning. That way, their children don’t have
to be slaves of praise. They will have a lifelong way to build and repair
their own confidence.” Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D.*
Failure happens. It is part of life and we better be prepared to cope with it,
or it has the potential to destroy us. Nobody likes it and we try our best to
not fail, but it happens. We are stronger when we have the skills to deal with
failure. Ignoring the possibility of things not going our way, deprive us from
the opportunity of developing and practicing those skills necessary to
become resilient and confident. A habit of playing safe for fear of failing,
avoiding challenges and responsibilities, impede growth and hinder our
ability to develop resilience and problem solving skills. We may feel an
immediate sense of accomplishment and satisfaction, but it is really keeping
us from becoming prepared for the challenges of life. In some cases, anxiety
disorders and depression are related to our inability to cope with failure and
loss.
As parents, we have the God given mission of being the primary and most
important educators of our children. It is up to us parents to teach our
children problem solving skills and resiliency from a very early age, so they
can continue building upon that strong foundation during their school years.
We should let them know that they can count on us and that they will always
have our guidance, protection and support. This does not mean that we
should solve all of their problems. We will be hurting them more in the long
run, if we do this. They need to experience their own “growing pains”, and
their own small failures so they can develop healthy competent ways of
coping. Mistakes and failures are opportunities to develop creative ways of
solving problems, and become self-reliant individuals. We have to teach
them that mistakes are tool for learning and that they are not reasons to feel
ashamed. They should learn to own their mistakes and assume
responsibility. It may feel embarrassing, and sometimes it may be, but it will
teach a valuable life lesson. We will never stop giving our children the
medicine that will help them heal just because it tastes sour. If we always
“protect” them from these experiences while they grow and develop, they
will not build their own internal resources to cope with adversity. This
inability to cope, drives some individuals to self-destructive ways to numb
their pain, avoid a feeling of shame or, in worst case scenarios, die by suicide.
For more information on this topic you can visit “Resources for Parents” on
my page on the school website, as well as the following:
Harvard Business Review
“Failure is a success
https://hbr.org/2009/07/why-you-need-tofail.html Edutopia:
in progress.”
https://hbr.org/2009/07/why-you-need-toAlbert Einstein
fail.html

*Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D.
Dr. Dweck is one of the world’s
leading researchers in the field of
motivation and is the Lewis and
Virginia Eaton Professor of Psychology at Stanford University.
Her research has focused on why
people succeed and how to foster
success. She has held professorships at Columbia and Harvard Universities, has lectured all over the
world, and has been elected to the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Her scholarly book SelfTheories: Their Role in Motivation,
Personality, and Development was
named Book of the Year by the
World Education Federation. https://mindsetonline.com/
abouttheauthor/
On her book Mindset: the
Psychology of Success, Dr. Dweck
shows that success in school, work,
sports, the arts, and almost every
area of human endeavor can be
dramatically influenced by how we
think about our talents and abilities. People with a fixed mindset—
those who believe their basic
qualities, like their intelligence or
talent, are simply fixed traits—are
less likely to succeed than those
with a growth mindset—belief that
the most basic abilities can be
developed through dedication,
hard work and effort.

“A person with growth-mindset feels eager to learn to boost her performance and enjoys exploring,
experimenting and stretching herself. She is not sensitive to criticisms and setbacks don’t hurt her so
hard.” https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/growth-vs-fixed-mindset/

Why some people avoid
challenges and languish when
faced with difficulties, while
others thrive and achieve
their highest potential?

Learn what a growth mindset is, why it’s important, and
best practices to support your children in developing this
learning belief.
Mindset Kit for Parents
https://www.mindsetkit.org/growth-mindset-parents

Counseling Humor?

How Parents Can Cultivate Empathy in Children
As our children’s first and primary educators, we have the responsibility of
planting the seed of empathy in them, making sure that it is planted in
fertile ground since infancy. We then have to feed the seed with love and
example, as those are basic nutrients that will allow them to grow with
the strength to face the “elements” of life.
One may say “I always tell my kids to be respectful and kind!” Do you
remember everything your parents told you to do? What about your
teachers? “Telling” is not the same as “teaching” and it does not work all
the time. Then what can we do? How do I make sure that they “get it”? It
starts at home at very early age. The ground has to be fertile for those
seeds (values) to grow strong and healthy, by the time they face the world
on their own (pre-school).
I am not going to try to reinvent the wheel here, since there are so many
great writings about how to raise empathetic children. I would like to refer you to one: an easy guide from Harvard’s Making Caring Common
Project.
https://mcc.gse.harvard.edu/files/gse-mcc/files/empathy.pdf

Thank you for your comments and suggestions!
I love your feedback!
Is there a topic you would like to read about on
this newsletter? Let me know!
Email: figueroae@stsashburn.com

